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            Document Bursting At Its Best!
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			Most Business are generating a lot of invoices and reports which means they either have a very high postage bill each month or they spend a lot of time emailing the Invoices (or Statements) one at a time. Imagine the costs of postage or Labor costs to email say 35,000 invoice statements each month to your clients. You can only imagine a cost averaging around $1 in postage, stationery and labor hours or a cost around $0.50 per email for cost of labor hours. If we dare to extrapolate that single cost across the 35,000 invoice statements, costs run from approximately $17,500 to $35,000 PER MONTH or around $210,000+ for manual mailing PER ANNUM.


            Wow! Imagine what a Business can do with a cost saving of $210,000+ per annum? ONE COMPANY DID! They decided to talk to 3000AD SYSTEMS and request a custom solution incorporating PDF-eXPLODE document bursting.


            Permit us to introduce Don Roberto Jewelers, a jewelery retailer in California, USA. Here is their story...





“ Don Roberto Jewelers is a retail jewelry store chain with 85 physical locations throughout California. We had a need to automate our manual processes regarding the production and delivery of our customers’ account statements, as we did not have the ability to meet our customers’ requests to make statements available to them electronically.


We are extremely pleased with our new software solution provided by 3000AD Systems, and by the support they provide. I would not hesitate to recommend 3000AD Systems to any company interested in a software project that will come in on target and within the established budget.
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3000AD Systems helped us design and implement a solution that meets all of our requirements, at a cost that we could afford.	We are now producing statements automatically and making them available to our customers via our website, without manual intervention. The PDF-eXPLODE and MONITOR fileDEPLOY software produced and customized for us by 3000AD Systems now logs into a Secure FTP (SFTP) server to download a huge PDF file containing all of our customer statements each week, downloads the file, splits it into individual statement files by customer account, and then uploads them all to individual customer folders on our Amazon S3 storage network.	This all happens automatically and on a regular schedule, and the software includes email alert functionality to inform us of the success or failure of this process. Our website now pulls customer statements from Amazon S3 upon request by each individual customer, and we are thereby able to provide statements to our customers much more quickly and efficiently than we could previously. We expect to see increasing savings as customers continue to choose electronic statements over physically printed and mailed statements.




I was particularly impressed with Mark’s and Eric’s attention to detail and commitment to providing us with the best possible solution for our project. They fully analyzed our needs and documented our requirements, made design and performance improvements along the way as the project progressed, and ultimately produced a solution that is solid and also performs accurately and quickly. They communicated with us effectively and on a regular basis to make sure that our needs would be met and nothing would be missed. Eric tested the processes thoroughly, and helped us research and establish the proper authority settings on Amazon S3 so that everything would work smoothly. ”





Anders Roede

Sr. Vice President IT


DON ROBERTO JEWELERS

205 Avenida Fabricante, San Clemente

CA 92672 USA

Office: (949) 361-6773

www.donrobertojewelers.com


27 October, 2016
 



 STOP PRESS >>>>> 
 




 1 November 2018 

It is now over two years since this custom application was installed, configured and commenced delivering statements. In that time, the process was interrupted ONCE due to a server power outage and required a RESET.



There are 5 statement cycles a month and each is tied to a large PDF of some 75-80 Mb in size, which is downloaded by FTPS to the local server and then processed automatically by PDF-eXPLODE.  Once completed, it is uploaded to the Amazon S3 site. The weekly volume of PDF statements automatically uploaded is around 7500 which increases seasonally for Christmas, Easter and Valentine's Day.
Yes - 5 cycles each month, over 24 months - all of which are handled without  ANY human intervention. Each cycle's success is reported by email to the project office and in the unlikely event of a cycle failure, a process to rollback and send email advice to the office is in place.



PDF-eXPLODE is truly your BEST automated solution.
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    PDF-eXPLODE® is a registered Trademark of 3000AD SYSTEMS, Sydney AUSTRALIA,  in the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  AUSTRALIA and other countries.


    Copyright © 2006 - 2024 - 3000AD Systems

    If you have any questions or comments about the information, please contact : info@pdf-explode.com

    Our Privacy Policy
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        WHAT IS REPORT BURSTING?

        Report (aka Document) Bursting is a feature that runs a report only once yet delivers only
selected output to each nominated User of the report based on pre-configured rules, thus
greatly reducing the processing load of electronic media and manual human effort while still
ensuring data security.

It also increases speed /timeliness of delivery. For example, in the case of say 1000 monthly
statements, one ‘report bursting’ run will “burst” or “explode” or “split” into 1000 pages, and
each user receives a partial report containing one or more pages, with only the information
pertaining to them. Each user thus receives a report personalized with information relevant to
them. This report is often output as a PDF format and delivered as an attachment by email or
uploaded to a website using FTP or distributed via other delivery methods.

A 1000 page report printed, then manually sorted and mailed, could take up to 2 business days
to finalize, but with PDF-eXPLODE and e-mail delivery, this could be completed and archived
intelligently on your hard drive in around 1 - 2 hours. What a saving in labor, postage and
business time! (this would vary depending on report type, computer processing speed and
available RAM).

PDF-eXPLODE gives you the opportunity to download a 45 day evaluation version which can
email 25 exploded PDFs per batch run. PDF-eXPLODE also has multiple Server versions, besides
the Desktop single user version, to suit your business
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        VERSION 4 FEATURES

        Top features that emphasize the benefits of
PDF-eXPLODE Version 4



Server Editions Available 

Support more PDF-eXPLODE users with less work. Multiple users can share a single instance of PDF-eXPLODE on a PDF-eXPLODE server. Three different server configurations are supported - a different license is available for each configuration:


	PDF-eXPLODE Terminal Server: Licensed per concurrent user, this edition works on a Microsoft Terminal Servicer or a Citrix Server product.
	PDF-eXPLODE Printer Server: Licensed per concurrent user, this edition works on any computer with PDF-eXPLODE configured as a shared printer.
	PDF-eXPLODE Report Server: Licensed per server, this edition works on BusinessObjects Enterprise, Crystal Reports Server, SQL Server Reporting Services (SSRS) and other servers that run a report scheduler service.





HTML Format E-mail Messages

Create great looking e-mails using HTML. E-mail messages can be formatted using HTML, providing the ability to use fonts and styles, colors, headings, paragraphs, bulleted and number lists, hyperlinks and images. A built-in HTML editor is provided or you may use another HTML editor.



Send E-mail Using Outlook (MAPI) 

E-mail may be sent through Microsoft Outlook (i.e. a MAPI client), rather than sending through an SMTP server. This allows you to edit e-mails before sending and to save copies in the Sent folder. 




Increased Capacity 

Changes in the PDF-eXPLODE architecture improve support for larger and more complex documents with greater speed for exploding and emailing. 






PDF-eXPLODE Tag Enhancements

	You can now include CC and BCC e-mail addresses in the <pdfexplode></pdfexplode> tag. 
	You can now use curly braces ({})or square brackets ([]) instead of angle brackets (

	The maximum length of the contents of a PDF-eXPLODE tag is increased to 240 characters from 190 (i.e. the text between <pdfexplode> and </pdfexplode>).





Do More with Variables 

	
Take control and communicate more using variables.
	There are 9 variables supported to be able to create specific Tag data related to 'Fom Address', 'PDF Password', 'Folders, 'File name'
You can circumvent the limit of 9 variables using the new VSplit() and MSplit() functions to extract portions of a variable within an e-mail subject or message (see next item).
	

	You can manipulate and format variables in e-mail subjects and messages using programming functions, including: VSplit(), MSplit(), Replace(), FormatDate(), Ndays(), Upper(), Lower(), Proper(), Trim().
You can set the Return Path / Reply To address based on the variable used as the From Address .
	You can also now specify a coversheet file name using a variable on a specific Default Message ID Tag, Client Details or a Client-specific Message ID Tag
	You can now specify nested folders in a variable used for the exploded file folder. This means you can create a multiple level folder path 'on the fly'




Printing PDFs

A new PDF-eXPLODE specific PDF print engine expands your available functionality like:

	Print number of copies: If you print to a physical printer, print only / print also, you can now specify the number of copies.
	You can print PDFs that are password protected



Drag-and-drop PDF files to explode and e-mail 

If you have created a master PDF with another PDF creator and it includes <pdfexplode> tags, you can drag-and-drop the file onto the PDF-eXPLODE window to explode and e-mail. PDF files using version 1.7 or lower of the PDF format are supported. 




Combine PDF files from the command line

You can now automate the process of combining master PDF files so that it is possible to include multiple reports into a single e-mail attachment. Use the command line to automate the process.


More Flexible Cover Sheets 

Now you have more ways to use cover sheets in your e-mails.

	A cover sheet may now be inserted either at the beginning or the end of the exploded PDF, or as a second attachment to an e-mail.
	A cover sheet may now be specified on a specific Default Message ID Tag, Client Details or a Client-specific Message ID Tag.
	Quick Mail now allows you to attach another PDF document, such as a cover sheet.




Fax Server Support

A new E-mail Address Format option allows you to control the format of the e-mail addresses you are sending to, which is useful for sending e-mails to a fax server. 




Powerful Utilities 

	A new PDF Splitter utility can be used to explode a PDF having no <pdfexplode> tags, resulting in a separate file per page ( Pg0001.pdf, Pg0002.pdf…Pg9999.pdf.) You can specify a filename prefix.
	A new PDF Rotate utility can be used to rotate landscape-oriented pages within a PDF to portrait orientation (counter-clockwise 90 degrees).
	A new PDF Viewer utility program is faster and more accurate.
	A new PDF Explode and E-mail utility program will process a third party PDF which includes embedded tags from an easy GUI screen.
	A new Copy Message ID utility program duplicates any currently configured default Message ID and assigns it to a another Message ID, Client or Client-Message ID to enable you to quickly create exception business rules.
Very fast and powerful exploding engine can explode and sort up to 20,000 PDF pages in around 4.5 hours (does not include emailing).






Support

PDF-eXPLODE has a few different options and a widely talked about product support that is second to none

	Free support with a 24 hour turnaround response. for the first 60 days after a new or upgrade purchase.
	Annual purchased support once the 60 day period has expired. This is inexpensive support 5 days a week by way of phone and internet support and Includes help with implementing your desired functionality (as available within PDF-eXPLODE) along with in-version free upgrades and patches.
	A comprehensive Knowledge Base that provides details on how to fix problems and provides ideas on different functionality.







Server Editions

PDF-eXPLODE is available for three server environments. In a server environment, PDF-eXPLODE runs under the SYSTEM account without the computer being logged-in.

	PDF-eXPLODE Terminal/Citrix Server: This edition runs on a Microsoft Terminal Services or Citrix server. Licensed per concurrent-user, it can be configured so that all users share the same settings or to allow each user to have their own settings. It also supports Citrix Published Apps.
	PDF-eXPLODE Printer Server: This edition runs on a network shared computer as a shared printer. Licensed per concurrent user, all users share the same settings.
	PDF-eXPLODE Report Server: This edition runs on a server that is also running a report server such as Business Objects Enterprise, Crystal Reports Server, SQL Server Reporting Services or another report scheduling application. Licensed per server, any report printed by the report server can be directed to PDF-eXPLODE. This edition also includes PDF-eMONITOR Server, providing the option to explode and e-mail PDF files exported by the report server. PDF-eMONITOR works by monitoring an “inbox” folder for newly created PDF files.






Installing PDF-eXPLODE

	Install Version 4:  Download Now and select Run.
	Open PDF-eXPLODE.
	Select Activate online License ID and click Continue.
	Enter the License ID and Password and click OK.
	Click Save.
	Close PDF-eXPLODE.







System Requirements


Windows Operating System:

DESKTOP: Microsoft  Windows XP, Win Vista, Win 7, Win 8/10 (PDF-eXPLODE v4+ only) 

SERVERS: Windows 2000, Windows 2003, Win 2008 R2/2012 R2/ 2016 (PDF-eXPLODE v4+ only)




Memory & Disk Space:

HARD DRIVE: Minimum 40.5MB of free disk space, plus additional space for PDF files created

RAM: At least 64MB of free RAM, more during PDF creation
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       HOW DOES PDF-eXPLODE WORK?

                 The following graphic sums up the document or report bursting and delivery process in PDF-eXPLODE:

                
                    
                    [image: ]
                    
                


                
                    
                        1

                        Click PRINT

                        From within your application or Report Writer, click Print, then select the 'PDF-eXPLODE' Printer. Windows processes the output and sends this to the PDF-eXPLODE program for processing

                    


                    
                        2

                        Create Master

                        PDF-eXPLODE now creates a PDF (referred to as 'Master PDF') which contains all pages of the output from Windows

                    



                    
                        3

                        Explode Master

                        This is where the report bursting occurs. PDF-eXPLODE will 'explode' the PDF into multiple PDFs each containing one or more pages based on a hidden "tag" (specially formatted text) in the document

                    


                    
                        4

                        Deliver

                        Send burst or exploded PDF documents by E-Mail or FTP (or just archive on your hard disk) with or without additional documents attached (based on rules you define)

                    



                

            
                    It's really as easy as 1-2-3! The set-up on a Desktop version can take as little as 1 hour to be fully up and running.
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      CALCULATE YOUR SAVINGS


Go Paperless with PDF-eXPLODE and Save!


The following table will assist you in calculating the potential savings you can make by converting to
electronic delivery from a current paper driven Invoice and remittance trail. You will save on postage,
printing inks, stationery, labor hours in printing, sorting, enveloping and delivering your Invoices
and/or payments to a Post office

      
  

        
            
            
                
                  On average, how many batches of invoices, purchase 
					orders, statements and other reports does your company run each week?
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
            
                
                  On average, how many individual documents are printed in each batch?
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
            
                
                  How much do you spend on postage for 
					each document?
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
                
                  How much do you spend on printing and materials 
					for each document? 
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
                
                  On average, how many hours per week 
					are spent preparing, printing, stuffing and mailing the printed documents? 
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
                
                  What is the cost per labor hour for 
					the people who perform the work?  
  
                

                
                    
                

            

            

            
                
                 *  Monthly Savings = { ([postage + materials] x BatchesPerWk x No.Documents) + (LaborHours x Rate p.h.) }  x 4.1666 
     Annual Savings = [Monthly Svings] x 12
                  
                

                
				
                   
                

            

            

            
                
                 
 Potential Savings Per Month with PDF-eXPLODE *

                

                
                  
                

            

            

            
            
                
                 
 Potential Savings Per Year with PDF-eXPLODE *
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        OUR PRIVACY POLICY

        This Privacy Statement applies to your use of the web site www.pdf-explode.com and wherever we gather information from you. In addition, this Statement also deals with our Policy of how we conduct ourselves in business. We are firmly committed to ethics in all business dealings.

		
		3000AD Systems, owners of PDF-eXPLODE recognises that your privacy is important to you, and is committed to protecting your personal information. The following Privacy Statement has been published to provide a clear and concise outline of how and when personal information is collected, stored and used by 3000AD System.

						
						Use and Disclosure

						Where you are required to provide us with information about yourself, we will only use your personal information (including your e-mail address) to provide better Client support services and product feature improvements and the like, unless you consent otherwise.

						We do not sell nor trade your information to any third parties. Furthermore, we will not disclose your personal information to third parties except where such disclosure is required by law.

						
						Links to other Sites

						Where a link exists to other sites, 3000AD Systems is not responsible for the privacy practices nor the content of such sites.

						
						Access to Information

						We will take all reasonable steps to allow you to access your personal information and we will correct the information if we are satisfied it is incorrect.

						
						Our Social Policy

							We always try to treat people in the way we like to be treated - courteously & professionally, and would expect the same in return.
	We support registered charities and 'not for profit' organisations by offering a special pricing on request.
	We subscribe to an Anti-Bribery policy
	We carry Professional Indemnity and Public Liability Insurance


						

						Our Green Policy

							We are conscious about our carbon impact on Mother Earth. We are only a small company but we are keen to play our part!
	We send correspondence, quotations and invoices electronically
	We conciously minimize use and wastage of paper in our day-to-day activities


						
						
						Contact Us

						If you would like further information regarding this policy, please contact us.
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